
Disturbance:  

What happens next? 

Eco Ed with Ellie 

Activity Instructions 

You will need: 

• Three identical cups 

• Spoon (something to scoop) 

• Pencil (something to poke) 

• A grassy yard to collect soil 

• Some sort of catch for water (3) 

• Time! 

This activity discusses natural disturbances, an important concept in ecology. These instructions follow 

along with the ones given in the activity video, please use them as a reference. Have fun, and be safe! 

Step 1: 

Collect the materials listed in the top right. I used 

yogurt cups I found in my recycling bin because in 

the next step you will be poking holes in the bottom 

of the cups. You don’t want to ruin any cups you 

actually use for your breakfast orange juice! 

CHALLENGE: Can you use any recycled materials 

to create your ecosystem? 

Step 2: 

Next, pop some holes in the bottom of your cups so wa-

ter can drain out. It’s important that our “ecosystem” 

stays hydrated, but we don’t want it to drown!  

SAFETY TIP: Ask a grown-up to help with this step. 

Poking a hole in the plastic yogurt cup bottom was 

TOUGH with a pencil. You don’t want to accidentally 

poke yourself, so have an adult assist. 

Step 3: 

Choose a spot in your yard to dig up some dirt! Getting 

some plant material in your cup is totally fine, but you 

don’t have to make sure it’s on top of the soil. We are 

creating a “disturbance”, don’t be afraid to be a little 

rough with your digging! Try to have the same amount 

of soil in each container and make sure you give them 

a little water. 

OBSERVE: What color is your soil? What does its 

texture feel like? 
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Step 4: 

Now that you have your three “ecosystems”, but them in three different locations. Find a spot that gets direct 

sunlight, one that gets indirect sunlight, and one that gets no sunlight at all. For any “ecosystems” you put in-

side make sure you put something (I used some pot saucers since my houseplants are outside, but a lid/bowl/

plate can work too) underneath your container so no water leaks anywhere. 

COMPARE: How can you tell how much sunlight a spot gets? What sort of clues are you using?  

Step 5: 

For the next three weeks, regularly water and check on your ecosystems. You do not need to do this every day, 

but often enough so that they don’t dry out! Create a data sheet similar to the table below so you can record 

what you see.  

PREDICT: What do you think will happen within your ecosystems? Which one do you hypothesize will have 

plants growing in it by the end of three weeks? 

My back porch gets a lot 

of sunlight.  

Ecosystem #1! 

The kitchen window by 

the sink gets some sun-

light throughout the day. 

 Ecosystem #2! 

My bathroom gets NO 

sunlight, it does not have 

any windows.  

Ecosystem #3! 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 ... 

Eco #1          

Eco #2          

Eco #3          


